
to correct balsa grade selection, and
the minimum use of adhesives.

As for covering, my prototype was
treated to a layer of black Solarfilm,
with yellow Solartrim added for the
stripes and chevrons. During the mid
1990s, the RAF experimented with a
multitude of colour schemes to find
which was the easiest for orientation;
surprisingly, they found all-black to be
the best! All I will say is, this is an
extremely easy model to detect at all
angles, although you should note that I
left the underside all-black, so I can
tell which way up it is.

Roundels, decals etc. are also
Solartrim - see separate article in the
next issue for a simple and effective
method. If all else fails, ABC Decals
(07887 851051) are producing a full
decal set for ZF446 finished Tucanos,
and these add a really nice scale
touch to your model.

POWER UNITS
This model was designed to take
anything from the most humble
geared 600 can motor, right up to the
current brushless units that have hit
the market. Last month in Fly Electric,
we looked at the incredible AXI
2820/10, and the MPJ 3.33:1 gearbox
on a can and buggy motor - both set-
ups are ideal for this model.

I tend to be very conservative about
making wild performance claims, as
i.c. fliers (especially) are always
skeptical about them! However, on the
AXI 2820/10, with 10-cells and an APC
‘E’ 11 x 7” prop, this model has
genuinely unlimited vertical
performance. It can even be launched
pointing straight up, and will simply
keep climbing.

On eight cells, and either the 11 x 7
or 11 x 8.5, performance is still
impressive with a decent vertical
climb, not unlimited this time, but
more than enough for most fliers. In
addition, with a little throttle
management, 10 minute flights on a
pack of 2400 NiCads are
commonplace. Fit a pack of GP 3300
NiMH’s, and you can expect 15 minute
plus duration, including fast passes
and aerobatics. If ever duration was
an issue with electric models, those
days are gone.

If working to a tighter budget, don’t
underestimate the geared set-up. Even
with a humble Permax 600 geared at
3.33:1 turning an APC ‘E’ 12 x 10” prop
on eight cells, current levels are kept to
25 amps static, but performance is
excellent. This is partly down to the
efficiency of this power-train, in can
motor terms anyway, but is also due to
the Tucano’s very low power
requirement. Even on this cheap option
(i.e. less than 30 quid), the model will
maintain height on half power, leaving
plenty of scope for aerobatics, or
simply long flight duration. And for
those of you who only have seven-cell
packs... no problem! Simply use an
APC ‘E’ 12 x 12” prop and you’ll notice
little difference.

Current levels don’t increase much
using the hotter (but more efficient)
buggy motor, but I’d say a 10 - 15%
performance hike is enjoyed. This
makes the slight extra cost well worth
thinking about.

MOUNTING
There are two points to note when
motor mounting. The first one relates
to those of you who intend to use the

AXI: Ensure that the rotating rear part
does not bind with anything, especially
the three motor wires! The second
point is that if using the much heavier
geared 600 or buggy motor, support it
at the rear, as this will take the landing
stresses off the front former.

In each case, the best quality 2”
(50mm) spinner you can find should
be used, but select your prop adapter
carefully to ensure the prop and
spinner don’t stand a mile off F1.

Make air exit holes in the motor
compartment, preferably by fitting
scale type exhausts using central
heating elbows. These look very good,

although you should take care to
position them so they won’t get torn
off when belly-landing. The Shorts
Tucano has these in a rather
precarious position for a non-u/c
model, though you can cheat a bit and
place them according to the Embraer
version. Additional battery cooling
holes can be made elsewhere in the
fuselage, if deemed necessary,

An undercarriage
on an electric
model of this size
is unusual and
thus, a rather
attractive option.

No undercarriage
= belly landing - a
breeze with this
model, just keep
the prop off the
ground and Bob’s
yer uncle!

This one is
altogether more
accurate than the
smaller Speed 400
Tucano. Note the
two-step rear
decking taper and
fin gusset
arrangement.
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